Design of an Integrated Web Services Brokering System
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ABSTRACT

This article describes an Integrated Web Services Brokering System (IWB) to support the automated discovery and application integration of Web Services. In contrast to more static broker approaches that deal with specific data servers, our approach creates a dynamic knowledge base from Web Service interface specifications. This assists with brokering of requests to multiple data providers even when those providers have not implemented a community standard interface or have implemented different versions of a community standard interface. A specific context we illustrate here is the domain of meteorological and oceanographic (MetOc) Web Services. Our approach includes the use of specific domain ontologies and has evaluated the use of case-based classification in the IWB to support automated Web Services discovery. It was also demonstrated that the mediation approach could be extended to OGC Web Coverage Services.
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INTRODUCTION

Web Services are becoming the technology used to share data in many domains. Web Services technologies provide access to discoverable, self-describing services that conform to common standards. Thus, this paradigm holds the promise of an automated capability to obtain and integrate data. While desirable, access and retrieval of data from heterogeneous sources in a distributed system such as the Internet pose many difficulties and require efficient means of discovery, mediation and transformation of requests and responses. Differences in schema and terminology prevent simple querying and retrieval of data. These functions require pro-
cesses that enable identification of appropriate services, selection of a service provider of requested data, transformation of requests/responses, and invocation of the service interface. Service availability must also be resolved. There have been a variety of approaches developed for these functions, but primarily independently of each other and not fully automated, that is, often requiring human intervention.

In this article we describe the design of an integrated end-to-end brokering system that performs automated discovery, automated mediation and automated transformation of Web Services requests and responses. In contrast to more static approaches that deal with pre-selected data servers, our approach creates a dynamic knowledge base from Web Service interface specifications that are discovered on the fly. The dynamic knowledge base assists with mediating requests to data providers that have ad-hoc interfaces or differing versions of a community accepted interface.

Our design incorporates ontologies into the development of an Integrated Web Services Broker (IWB). This approach contrasts with developments that assume that shared ontologies have been adopted or published in order to support service discovery and integration. In addition to the use of ontologies we have evaluated classifier technology for the subtask of Web Services discovery. It has been noted that classifiers generalize well in sparse data, which is a characteristic of our Web Services application domain. Our use of classifiers in this manner does not require a formal domain definition nor does it require data providers to deploy any additional specialized ontological descriptions of their Web service.

There are general characteristics that should be found in any environment in which an automated system will operate. First, the domain must be one in which human intervention is neither required nor desirable. Since we are considering a Web Services context, data providers must have adopted a text-based, structured Web Services interface. This interface should subscribe to Web Services standards of self-description. While the structural content of each Web Services interface may differ significantly, the domain should be one in which key terminology that may be found in any interface has common conceptual content and is well understood and bounded. In this operating environment, it is desirable to isolate potential data sources in advance as opposed to attempting to discover service availability and capability on demand.

These characteristics are broadly applicable and encompass many typical application areas, and in this article we describe the design and development of the IWB relative to these characteristics. The steps and issues we will be describing are basically applicable to any Web Services brokering system. Here, we illustrate the design specifically for the application context in which we are developing this system, that is, meteorological and oceanographic (MetOc) forms of data.

**BACKGROUND**

Web Services

Web Services provide data and services to users and applications over the Internet through a consistent set of standards and protocols. The most commonly used standards and protocols include, but are not necessarily limited to, the Extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), the Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) and Universal Discovery Description and Integration (UDDI) (Cerami, 2002).

XML is a language used to define data in a platform and programming language independent manner. XML has become one of the widely used standards in interoperable exchange of data on the Internet but does not define the semantics of the data it describes. Instead, the semantics of an XML document are defined by the applications that process them. XML Schemas define the structure or building blocks of an XML document. Some of these structures include the elements and attributes, the hierar-
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